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METROPOLITAN AREAS AS REDISTRIBUTORS OF POPULATION

The significant patterns ofpopulation_redistribution within

the United States over the last twenty Years have been largely the

product of migration rather than differential natural change.

Perhaps the most visible outcomes of changing migration patterns

have been the decrease in rates of metropolitan population growth,

the associated onset of decline for many metropolitan areas, and

rapid increases in rates of growth in a large number of nonmetropolitan

areas which ',lad previously been experiencing steady population losses.

Most investigations of the recent population "turnaround" have

focused on the Of t-1970 period when the trend became clearly

evident in published data on net migration and population change.

Yet, there is evidence that the turnaround was under way in the

1960s, especially in terms of the important migration component.

Alonso (1971), for instance, shows that 45 percent of all SMSAs (and

nine of the twenty largest) lost population through migration in the

1960-65 period. Similarly, Morrison ana Wheeler (1976) show that

many SMSAs had near-zero or negative net migration between 1960 and

1970 but were still growing due to a greater natural increase. The

"hidden" turnaround had to await the lowering of birth rates before

it became widely evident. In nonmetropolitan areas, the turnaround

was not as pervasive before 1970. Nonetheless, in the 1960s

important changes in settlement structure appeared (Fuguitt and

Beale, 1978; Morrill, 1980), and large numbers of nonmetropolitan
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counties began experiencing net inmigration for the first time in

many decades, especially those which were adjacent to SMSAs, those

with a recreation/amenity base, and those with major universities

(McCarthy and Morrison, 1978; Beale, 1975; Beale, 1977). Continued

overall population decline in nonmetropolitan America as a whole

during the 1950s and through the 1960s, however, tended to overshadow

the emergence of growth through migration in specific nonmetropolitan

places during the 1960s. By the mid -1970s widespread non-

metropolitan population growth was clearly evident.

The spatial patterns of both declining metropolitan areas

and growing nonmetropolitan places are fairly well known (Morrison

and Wheeler, 1976; Roseman, 1977; Morrill. 1978), but little is

known about the spatial linkages between them. The purpose of

this paper is to examine these linkages by analyzing the spatial

patterns of migration flows between metropolitan and nonmetropolitan

places for the 1965-70 period.

This study focuses on migration fields of metropolitan areas--the

pattern of migration flows to and from specific metropolitan areas

which contribute to nonmetropolitan growth and decline. This research

furthers our understanding of the recent population "turnaround" by

isolating pre-1970 metropolitan-nonmetropolitan migration linkages

which influenced the spatial pattern of population change in

nonmetropolitan places.

Previous studies (Wolpert, 1967; MacKinnon and Skarke, 1977;

Slater, 1981) suggest that migration fields of metropolitan areas
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vary in spatial coverage; some fields are quite extensive ("cosmopolitan")

while others are more spatially restricted ("provincial"). Large

metropolitan areas are expected to have more cosmopolitan fields than

smaller urban places because of their central position in transportation

and communication networks which influence spatial patterns of

migration.

0

In this paper, we first examine some general properties of the

U.S. migration system as background for the more specific analyses

which follow. Second, the concept of metropolitan areas as re-

distributors of population is developed--the idea that immigration and

outmigration fields for particular metropolitan areas are asymmetric

because of differing bases for destination selection among individual

migrant decision makers. Third, the spatial extent of migration

fields, the asymmetries between in- and outmigration fields, and the

specific place-to-place flows which are key contributors to that

asymmetry are examined utilizing transaction flow analysis.

THE CONTEXT

Our data come from the matrix of migration flows among 510 State

Economic Areas (SEAs) for the period 1965-70. The data are derived

from a 15 percent sample and estimate the total number of migrants

five years of age and older among all SEAs. For purposes of our

analyses several of the 205 metropolitan SEAs are combined and some

nonmetropolttan SEAs are attached to metropolitan SEAS, in orde-



that our metropolitan SEAs would match as closely as possible the

1970 configuration of SMSAs. Included in the combinations are several

adjacent SEAs which straddle state boundaries, such as Kansas City,

Missouri, and Kansas City, Kansas. The result is a new matrix of

flows among 467 SEAs, 167 of which are designated as metropolitan,

and 300 of which are nonmetropolitan.

For the background analyses, the SEAs are grouped into six size

categories, two nonmetropolitan and four metropolitan. Net migration

among these categories clearly indicates the overall tendency for

movement toward metropolitan areas and up the urban hierarchy

(Table 1). However, there are two exceptions to these trends:

(1) the largest metropolitan category (containing SEAs with more than

one million population) lost migrants to the next smaller metropolitan

category, an indication of net movement down the urban hierarchy at

the highest levels of that hierarchy; and (2) the largest metropolitan

category also experienced a net loss to the largest nonmetropolitan

category, an indication of the key role played by at least some of the

largest metropolitan areas in contributing to nonmetropolitan growth

in the pre-1970 period.

Next, the efficirmcy, Eij, of the system is examined (Table 2).

Eij Nij/(Mij + Mji) x 100

where: Mij = gross migration, place i to place j

Mji = gross migration, place j to place i

Nij = Mij - Mji



TABLE 1

NET MIGRATION 'AMONG SIX SIZE CATEGORIES OF SEAs, 1965-70 (THOUSANDS)

NONMETROPOLITAN

SIZE CATEGORIES (THOUSANDS)

METROPOLITAN*

SIZE CATEGORIES (THOUSANDS)

<200 > 200 <250 250-500 500-1,000 >1,000

1 2 3 4 5 6

101 43 56 58 37

9 84 45 -413

33 37 60

32 25

-117

POSITIVE NUMBERS INDICATE NET MIGRATION TOWARD THE LARGER POPULATION CATEGORY.

0



TABLE 2

MIGRATION EFFICIENCIES AMONG SIX SIZE CATEGORIES OF SEAs, 1965-70

NONMETROPOLITAN METROPOLITAN

SIZE CATEGORIES (THOUSANDS) SIZE CATEGORIES (THOUSANDS)

< 200 ) 200 <250,. 250-500 500-1,000 )1,000
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 5.3 7.5 7.3 9.7 2.4
2 .7 4.7 3.5 -10.1
3

6.8 12.0 5.2
4 .it,

6.6 1.5
5

-7.2

POSITIVE NUMBERS INDICATE NET MIGRATION TOWARD THE LARGER POPULATION CATEGORY.

r

9
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None of the efficiency values exceed 1131, an indication that the

system is rat"& inefficient, having large gross flows relative to

the net exchange of migrants. The efficiency values, in fact, are

considerably lower than comparable values we calculated for'19554-10.

In the earlier period, nonmetropolitan to metropolitan nee

flows were larger and more efficient. In the 1965-70 period, then,

the migration system was fragile, being in a transition'from a clear

metropolitan-directed movement of the previous decades, to the 1970s'

situation in which movement in the opposite direction was the rule.

Especially important in this system are a few of the largest

metropolitan areas. New York City, Chicago, and Los Angeles accounted

for about one-third of the 752,000 gross migration from the largest

metropolitan category to the two nonmetropolitan categories. These

three urban areas had net losses of 28,000, 2),000, and 7,000,

respectively, to nonmetropolitan areas.

Because large metropolitan areas usually have spatially extensive,

or "cosmopolitan" migration fields compared to smaller ones, the

impact of net outmigration from these large places can be widespread.

This is illustrated in the maps of nonmetropolitan SEAs which were

experiencing overall net outmigration yet were gaining from New York

City, Chicago, or Los Angeles (Figures 1, 2, and 3). The spatial

extent of this "leading edge" of nonmetmpolitan growth from the

largest cities is considerable. Thus, the "cosmopolitannessn'of their

migration fields results in a spatially extensive impact upon the

growth and decline of nonmetropolitan areas during the study period.
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PLACE-SPECIFIC TIES ANDAIGRATION FIELDS

It is generally agreed that place-specific kinship ties have

been important to individual and household destination selection

over the long history of nonmetropolitan to metropolitan migration

in the United States and other countries (Price and Sikes, 1976).

Potential urban-bound migrants were (and are) "channelized" to

particular destinations through information gained from previous

migrants (Roseman, 1971; Tilly and Brown, 1968). In addition,

previous migrants from the same nonmetropolitan origin area Oiler

assistance to the newcomers at the urban destination. As a result

of this process, rural immigration fields of metropolitan areas

are likely to be somewhat provincial, or spatially restricted--often

limited largely to the regional hinterland plus one or two more

distant channelized source areas.

Today, when migration in the opposite direction is more important

numerically in the United States and other countries, destination

selettion is likewise somewhat dependent upOn place-specific ties

for migrants to nonmetropolitan areas. However, we suggest that the

basis for such ties is considerably broader in the case of metropolitan

to nonmetropolitan migration (Roseman and Williams, 1980). Some

metropolitan residents have ties to nonmetropoiitan areas through

previous residence and, thus, are potential return migrants. Others

have parental roots in a nonmetropolitan place, while still others

have friends or relatives whom they might follow. The influence

13
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of friends and relatives could be particularly important to the

elderly in the choice of a retirement location. In addition, much of

our metropolitan population has vacation experience in nonmetropolitan

places, often in the form of a two-week vacation repeated year after

year upon which social, psychological, and/or investment ties to

',specific places are established. Finally, an important portion of

our metropolitan population has nonmetropolitan ties as the result

of college or military experiences.

If, in fact, the breadth of ties collectively existing among

potential outmigrants from metropolitan areas manifests itself in

aggregate migration flows, we would expect metropolitan outmigration

field's to be more cosmopolitan than metropolitan inmigration fields.

This might be especially true during, or just prior to, the non-

metropolitan turnaround. Specific flows should be directed to a wider

variety Qf nonmetropolitan places, including hinterlands, channelized

source areas, and recreation/amenity areas of national and/or regional

importance. In this sense, metropolitan areas should be spatial

"redistributors" of population.

Metropolitan redistributors have been identified in previous

research, but only in a fragmentary way and not with specific reference

to nonmetropolitan areas. Morrison (1977), for example, noted that

during the 1965-70 period, Los Angeles, San Francisco, and San Diego

tended to draw migrants from outside of California but send them in

large numbers to elsewhere within the state. In contrast to these
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three "national magnets," the other metropolitan areas in California

drew migrants primarily from elsewhere in California. Another type

of redistributor was identified by Roseman (1977). Some metropolitan

areas which are seats of major universities were "outward" redistributors.

For example, the Tuscaloosa, Alabama, metropolitan area dominantly

drew migrants (including many students) from Alabama but sent many

more to all parts of the country.

MIGRATION FIELD AND FLOW ANALYSES

In order to examine the spatial extent of migration fields,

the asymmetries between in- and outmigration fields, and the specific,

place-to-place flows which contribute to asymmetry, transaction flow

analysis is employed. This technique has been used to identify

channelized nonmetropolitan to metropolitan migration (Roseman, 1971)

and to examine overall structure of migration systems (Flowerdew and

Salt, 1979), but it has not been used to examine metropolitan to

nonmetropolitan flows.

The basis for transaction flow analysis is an indifference

model which assumes (in the outmigration case) that each metropolitan

SEA will distribute its migrants in proportion to the total number

of migrants received in each nonmetropolitan place from all

metropolitan SEAs. Thus, the indifference model is simply a measure

of overall attraction as measured by total inmigration at each

destination. For migration toward metropolitan areas, the
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indifference model is based on the total outmigration from each

nonmetropolitan SEA to all metropolitan SEAs.

First, to measure the spatial extensiveness of the metropolitan

migration fields, the P statistic is derived.

For outmigration fields:

P = E

300 50IAi - Eiji 0 f P f 100
J.1 300

E Ai j

J=1

where: Aij = Actual flow from metro place i to nonmetro

place j

Eij = Flow from i to j expected by the indifference

model

,

The P statistic is essentially the same as the index of dis-

similarity used by sociologists, geographers, and others, and can

be described as the percentage of migrants who would have to have

chosen a different destination (origin) in order that the flows

from (to) a particular metropolitan SEA would fit the indifference

model perfectly. The lower the value of the P statistic, the closer

the fit with the total pattern of migration to nonmetropolitan areas;

hence, the lower the P value, the more cosmopolitan the migration

field.

For metropolitan inmigration fields (migration from all non-

metropolitan SEAs to each individual metropolitan SEA), the P ranges
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from 40.1 to 78.7. Metropolitan SEAs with low values include

Chicago, Philadelphia, and Washington, plus several southwestern )

cities (Figure 4), places which tend to draw relatively evenly from

nonmetropolitan areas around the country. Metropolitan areas with

high P values, and hence with more provincial inmigration fields,

are typically smaller and scattereq throughout the eastern half of

the ..:ountry. The simple correlation between P and the gross

inmigration of each metropolitan SEA (utilized as a measure of size

or attractiveness) is -.47, confirming the tendency for large

metropolitan places to Piave more cosmopolitan inmigration fields.

For outmigration fields, P ranges from 30.1 to 82.4, a range

greater than that for inmigration fields.- Low values, and cosmopolitan

outmigration fields, exist for Chicago and Washington, plus south-

western and Florida metropolitan areas (Figure 5), a pattern similar

to that for inmigration fields. The simple correlation between P and

gross outmigration (a surrogate for size) is -.48, confirming that

-outmigration fields of large metropolitan areas, like their

inmigration fields, tend to be more cosmopolitan than those of

smaller metropolitan areas.

There are important differences between the spatial patterns

of in- and outmigration fields as hypothesized earlier. The

majority of metropolitan SfAs, 105 of the 167, have outmigration P

values smaller than their inmigration P values, indicating that they

are "outward redistributors"; that is, their outmigration fields
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are spatially more extensive than their inmigration fields as

expected. This is particularly true for the large metropolitan

areas, since 36 of the 47 metropolitan SEAs with populations

greater than 500,000 are outward redistributors. The correlation

between gross inmigration (a measure of size) and the difference

between the P values is .45, an indication of the greater tendency

for large metropolitan places to be outward redistributors, The

spatial pattern of these large outward redistributors is widespread

(Figure 6), illustrating that metropolitan areas in all parts of the

country are each contributing to nonmetropolitan growth in a

relatively bread area. In contrast, the few inward redistributors

in this size category are clustered in the Northeast and upper

Midwest.

In the first analysis of individual place-to-place flows, the

largest net flows (>1500) from metropolitan to nonmetropolitan areas

are mapped (Figure 7) (excluding, for clarity, flows to adjacent

nonmetropolitan areas). Because of the absolute size criterion for

mapping, origins are limited, for the most part, to the largest

metropolitan areas. This is justified, however, since these are the

very net flows most affecting the emergence of the nonmetropolitan

population turnaround. The importance of recreation/amenity areas

is clear: Florida, with a national attraction, receives numerous

large net flows from eastern metropolitan areas. More regionally-

based amenity/recreation areas receive large net flows from nearby
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large metropolitan places: nolhern Michigan from Detroit, northern

Wisconsin and the Missouri Ozarks from Chicago, northern New York

and New England from New York City and Bcston, and Oregon from

Los Angeles. A few additional net flows are found to extend to

traditional migrant source areas (e.g., Chicago to Southern Illinois

and Tennessee), to exurban areas near other large cities, and to

locations of major universities. Overall, the major leading edge

of the turnaround appears to be flows from large metropolitan areas

to amenity/recreation areas.

As a second analysis of individual migration flows, spatial

aspects of the asymmetry of in- and outmigration fields are

examined. For this analysis "salient" flows are defined as those

exceeding, by stated minima, the amount of flow expected by the

indifference model. Here, two statistics are used, an absolute

difference, Dij, and a relative difference, RAij:

Dij = Aij - Eij

RAij = Dij/Eij

where: Aij = the actual flow from place i to place j

Eij = the amount of flow expected by the indifference

model

Salient flows are specifically defined here as those with a 0 value

greater than 1000 (a gross flow greater than expected by 1000 migrants)

and an RA value greater than 2.0 (a flow 200 percent greater than

expected). Since the largest cities tend to have the most impact

t
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on population change in nonmetropolitan areas during the period,

and since the largest also tend to have the most cosmopolitan

migration fields, this analysis limits consideration to New York

City, Chicago, and Los Angeles.

Maps comparing salient migration flows toward and away from

these three metropolitan areas (Figures 8, 9, and 10) tend to

confirm our expectations that place specific flows outward from

metropolitan areas touch a greater variety of nonmetropolitan

places than do flows toward metropolitan areas. In the case of

.New York (Figure 8), inmigration salient flows are limited to

hinterland areas, especially in New York State, plus the traditional

source of channelized flows in the Carolinas. Outmigration salient

now! return migrants to some of_these areas, but also extend to

Florida, Vermont, some exurban areas adjacent to other cities, and

a few additional scattered locations (including SEAS in Louisiana

and Kansas containing large military installations). Chicago

(Figure 9) has a very clear asymmetry as an outward redistributor:

its inmigration is from the hinterland plus selected areas in the

South, whereas its outmigration is back to the hinterland, parts of

the South, and uniquely directed to the amenity areas of Florida,
9

the Ozards, and Wisconsin. The few inmigration salient flows to

Los Angeles (Figure 10), from large SEAs in Wyoming and southern

New Mexico for example, are greatly outnumbered by salient flows

from that metropolitan area. Outmigration salient flows from

3i
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Los Angeles extend from Washington to the South and include flows,

perhaps composed largely of return migrants, to Arkansas and

Oklahoma. These are traditional source areas of channelized

migration to Los Angeles which have now dried up.

CONCLUSION

In this relatively inefficient system of migration flows we

can see the beginnings of the nonmetropolitan population turnaround.

The very largest metropolitan areas contributed to the turnaround

in the 1960s because of their early arrival at a net outmigration

state. Due to the cosmopolitan nature of their migration fields,

the impacts of their net outmigration were spatially widespread

among nonmetropolitan places. As hypothesized, the majority of

metropolitan areas were outward redistributors of migrants,

consistent with the notion that metropolitan residents collectively

have a wide variety of ties to nonmetropolitan places. The largest

metropolitan areas are also most likely to be outward redistributors,

further reinforcing their key role in the population turnaround.

The largest metropolitan areas during this time period,

therefore, were on the leading edge of the nonmetropolitan turnaround.

It may be that, as the turnaround fully emerged in the 1970s, smaller

metropolitail areas began to play a greater role in population

redistribution affecting nonmetropolitan areas, by developing more -

asymmetrical migration fields, It is likely, however, that their
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fields would remain relatively provincial and thus their influence

more recional than national.

Research under way will compare the results of this research

with the state of the U.S. migration system prior to the turnaround,

1955-60, and following the clear emergence of the turnaround,

1975-80. These analyses should reveal important changes in spatial

aspects of the migration system and lead to further understanding

of the population redistribution process in general.
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